
ATTACKED: WHITE HOUSE HIT-JOB’S ON
U.S. TAXPAYERS

Here is what happens when you accidentally piss off The White House. They 
decide to ignore that bothersome piece of paper, called the U.S. Constitution, 
and, instead use the Italian policy book called The Vendetta. Lois Lerner, and 
IRS hit-jobs, were just a small sample of what the hit-team, crafted by the 
notorious Sidney Blumenthal, had to offer. In one case, as described by a victims 
investigators:
“They had In-Q-Tel, which is, directly, financially, politically, staffing, beneficiary 
and operationally connected to John Doerr, Elon Musk, The White House, Eric 
Schmidt and campaign financing for the same campaigns; run an attack on our 
client.
In-Q-Tel used its sister organization: The New America Foundation, which is, 
directly, financially, politically, staffing, beneficiary and operationally connected 
to John Doerr, Elon Musk, The White House, Eric Schmidt and campaign financing
for the same campaigns. NAF is a giant lobby group designed to manipulate 
policy directions in order to benefit Silicon Valley VC’s.
They timed this with media hit-jobs produced by Gawker Media, which is, 
directly, financially, politically, staffing, beneficiary and operationally connected 
to John Doerr, Elon Musk, The White House, Eric Schmidt and campaign financing
for the same campaigns.



In-Q-Tel gets part of its money from taxpayers, and part of its money from the 
U.S. Government, via the CIA and the State Department (via Hillary Clinton). This
makes it a triple felony for In-Q-Tel to use federal funds, as well as CIA resources,
to undertake business and political hit-jobs, and character assassinations, 
against U.S. citizens within the domestic borders of the United States. It also 
violates the United States Constitution.
The White House got pissed off that a few companies had created products 
which competed with the products of John Doerr, Elon Musk, Steve Jurvetson and,
Eric Schmidt; the financial backers of Reid, Feinstein and Obama, ie: The White 
House’s cash cow.
So Robert Gibbs, David Axelrod, David Plouffe, Rahm Emanual, and other senior 
White House staff, got together with Musk’s and Doerr’s people and sent out 
some hit-jobs on our client, in total violation of the law, ethics, and decency.”
The Corbett Report, Alex Jones, and many other independent media outlets have 
waxed on about the evils of In-Q-Tel, and political hit jobs. It is now well 
documented, in the media and sunshine filings, that In-Q-Tel funded much of 
Silicon Valley’s web related start-ups.
In-Q-Tel is not a spy group as much as it is an “I wish I was a spy” group for 
Harvard and Yale graduates who love to create financial trouble. The frat house 
attitude of these people, seems to be just like any frat house: “Greed is good. 
Revenge is required. To hell with the rules”.
The rabid approaches to social control, manifested by the In-Q-Tel investments, 
white papers and hidden camera web videos, shows a culture of elitism that 
makes Martha’s Vineyard white-bread matrons pale in comparison.
Are In-Q-Tel people insane? Probably not. Are they sociopathic control freaks? 
Maybe.
The five tons of cocaine found on In-Q-Tel’s “Cocaine 1” airplane were quit 
astonishing for a 501 C 3 non-profit charity, like In-Q-Tel, to be hauling around.
Their commercial contract, with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, to run dirty 
tricks against U.S. opponents was a bit surprising.
Their founders families strange deaths,, and departures, and rape issues at their 
start-ups LucidWorks, Palantir and others, were also surprising and no less 
bizarre.
In-Q-Tel does zero-oversight dirty tricks tech, and spy work, for politicians and 
the campaign billionaires, of those politicians. Want a private, congress-invisible, 
email server?; a plane full of cocaine?; 100,000 fake troll bloggers to counter-act 
an opponent’s campaign…?  You know who to call. 


